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Course Title: Electricity and Magnetism  

Time: 1 Hour 15 Minutes                                                              Full Marks: 25   

                                                       The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words 

                                                                          As far as practicable      

 

Section-I 

 

1. Answer any five (05) questions:                                                                                                551 
 

a) State reciprocity theorem. 

b) Define self-inductance. 

c) Write the relation between electrostatic field and potential in 3D. 

d) A circular disc of radius 4m with a charge density  sin12  
μC/m2 is enclosed by surface S. What 

is the net electric flux crossing S? 

e) What is retentivity? 

f) Write two properties of displacement current. 

g) Why the current flows in a pure inductive or a pure capacitive circuit is called wattless current? 

h) How bandwidth and quality factor are related? 

 

Section-II 

 

2. Answer any two (02) questions:                                                                                              1025   

(a) State the Thevenin’s theorem. Find the current flowing through 20 resistance for the given       

circuit:                                                                                                                                                     1+4 

 

(b) A right circular cone of semi vertical angle α and height h has a uniform polarization P parallel to its    

      axis of symmetry. Find the polarization charges everywhere.                                                          5     

                                                                                                                                                         P.T.O                                                            
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(c) An electric dipole consists of two opposite charges of magnitude q=2.0x10-6C separated by 2.0        

cm. The dipole is placed in an external field of 2.0x105N/C. Calculate (i) Maximum torque on the      

dipole. (ii) the work done to turn the dipole through 180°, starting from a position θ = 0.                   3+2 

(d) Calculate the self-inductance per unit length of a coaxial cylinder of inner and outer radius a and b 

respectively.                                                                                                                                               5 

 

Section – III 

 

3. Answer any one (01) question:                                                                                             10110   

(a) (i) A spherical shell of inner radius 𝑟1 and outer radius 𝑟2 is uniformly charged with charge density 

ρ. Calculate the electric field and potential at a distance r from the centre of the spherical shell for (i) 

r>𝑟2 (ii) r1≤ r ≤ r2 and (iii) r ≤ 𝑟1   

(ii) Show pictorial variation of field and potential with distance.                                               (2+3+2)+3 

 

(b) (i) Find magnetic force per unit length on each wire in a system of two long parallel straight wires 

carrying currents 
1I and 

2I being separated by a distance D.   

(ii) Calculate the charge enclosed in the volume mr 31  , 3/0   , mz 20  where           

charge density is given by  2sin2z  C/m3 

(iii) A straight conducting wire of circular cross section carrying a steady current. Show that rB 


 

inside the conductor, where r is the distance from the axis of the conductor. 

(iv) Show that equation of continuity is inherent in Maxwell’s equations.                                   4+2+2+2 

 

 

                                                 ________________________ 


